
 

  

 

BITeamwork: Configuring Advanced Printing Options 
Version: 20151008 

Introduction 
This document provides instruction for configuring the Advanced Printing option of BITeamwork. As of release 3.7 

there is no function to disable the PDF output print options from the dashboard options menu, however, this option 

will be available in a near future release. 

http://www.biteamwork.com 

* Available in version of BITeamwork 3.7+ 

 

Configuring BITeamwork Advanced Printing Option 
This section provides a step-by-step walkthrough of how to configure the advanced printing option for BITeamwork in 

OBIEE. These instructions are for a single server installation. For a multi-node server, please follow the instruction 

herein for each OBIEE node (High Availability requires this configuration on each server) where BITeamwork is 

installed. 
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Download and Configure 

On the server node containing the WebLogic Server Admin management server and OBIEE, please install BITeamwork 

as you would for a single server: 

1. Copy or create the following folder structure for PhantomJS and XLS files within the fusion middleware home where 
BITeamwork resides (ex: <FMW_HOME>/BITeamwork), please note case sensitivity 

a. PhantomJS 
b. PhantomJS/bin 
c. PhantomJS/scripts 
d. PhantomJS/output 

2. Download the phantomjs binary for linux or windows, http://biteamwork.com/downloadartifacts, and place it in the 
<FMW_HOME>/BITeamwork/PhantomJS/bin/ folder 

a. You most likely need to make this phantomjs binary executable in that folder on Linux, ex: chmod +x 
phantomjs 

b. Test that the binary is compiled correctly for your linux kernel by running from the terminal prompt in the 
same folder where the binary resides executing, phantomjs 

i. If there is any error with the logic, please let me know and we'll need to seek a solution and 
potentially compile phantomjs source code on the server itself but it should work 

 

 

Example of PhantomJS from Command Line in Windows. See phantomjs command prompt. 

 

3. From the 3.x. install download, copy all of the files under the InstallFiles > Lib directory to the appropriate directory 
for PhantomJS you created in the above step #4, mainly just the files in the scripts directory 

4. From the 3.x. install download, copy the BITeamworkComments2FO.xsl_pagetopdf file under the InstallFiles > 
Core_Files > config > xsl directory to the existing <FMW_HOME>/BITeamwork/config/xsl/ directory 

5. Restart OPMNCTL for OBIEE services 

Advanced Printing XSL-FO Templates 
In order to update the layout and design of the commentary and dashboard content height, width, orientation 

(landscape, portrait, etc.), the advanced printing function offers XSL-FO files to be used for customization. 
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The XSL files that are used for printing are founding the folder location, <Middleware Home>\BITeamwork\config\xsl 

(ex: C:\Oracle\FMW\BITeamwork\config\xsl). 

 

The files that are listed in this directory must be named as they are delivered upon installation of BITeamwork on your 

server. Any change in the file name will disassociate the XSL template from the respective advanced printing or 

printing operations. The file names and their respective purpose are outlined below: 

❏ BITeamworkComments2FO.xsl 

❏ Base template XSL file and used for standard print to pdf option underneath a table or pivot table 

view when a cell comment or inline cell comment is created on that table. 

❏ BITeamworkComments2FO.xsl_dashdoc 

❏ A template use for the dashboard documentation functionality which allows individual business users 

to create their own rich text content on an OBIEE dashboard page. 

❏ BITeamworkComments2FO.xsl_pagetopdf 

❏ A template used for the printing of a single dashboard page. This template is used when the Print to 

PDF (w/Comments) option is chosen from the dashboard option menu. 

Review the logic in the XSL file and read through the tags and elements to understand what attributes can be edited 

to return the output that you desire. This configuration of XSL-FO is very similar to advanced template logic in Oracle 

BI Publisher, so those familiar with that portion of OBIEE should be able to make use of this functionally very quickly. 

Landscape Configuration Example Snippet 

<fo:layoutmasterset> 
<fo:simplepagemaster mastername="simple" pageheight="11in" pagewidth="8.5in" 

margintop=".5in" marginbottom=".5in" marginleft=".5in" marginright=".5in"> 
<fo:regionbody regionname="xslregionbody" marginbottom=".5in" 

margintop=".25in"/> 
<fo:regionbefore regionname="xslregionbefore" extent=".5in"/> 
<fo:regionafter regionname="xslregionafter" extent=".5in"/> 

</fo:simplepagemaster> 
<fo:simplepagemaster mastername="master_landscape" pagewidth="29.7cm" 

pageheight="**HEIGHTINCM**" margintop="7mm" marginleft="12mm" marginright="9mm" marginbottom="6mm"> 
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<fo:regionbody regionname="xslregionbody" marginbottom=".5in" 
margintop=".25in"/> 

<fo:regionbefore regionname="xslregionbefore" extent=".5in"/> 
<fo:regionafter regionname="xslregionafter" extent=".5in" /> 

</fo:simplepagemaster> 
</fo:layoutmasterset> 
<fo:pagesequence masterreference="master_landscape"> 

 

In the table above containing xsl syntax, notice that there are some attributes that have values starting with two 

asterisks and ending in two asterisks. These are variable placeholders that are automatically replaced by actual values 

by the BITeamwork system at runtime.  Other values that are not variable placeholders can be updated by the BI 

Administrator having access to this file. Changes are real-time and immediately reflected in the system when a user 

conducts a print operation 

Below are some helpful links when trying to develop with XSL-FO syntax. These links do not immediately apply to 

BITeamwork but merely are helpful resources for working with XSL logic, particularly advanced logic. 

❏ http://catcode.com/cis97yt/xslfo.html 

❏ http://stackoverflow.com/questions/20657579/how-to-add-header-and-footer-for-every-pages-in-xsl-fo-to-g

enerate-pdf?rq=1 

❏ http://www.data2type.de/en/xml-xslt-xslfo/xsl-fo/examples-of-application/graphics-and-images-example-16/ 

❏ http://www.edankert.com/validate.html 

❏ http://www.datypic.com/sc/fo11/e-fo_external-graphic.html 

❏ http://xep.xattic.com/xep/testsuite/usecases/image-scale.pdf 

❏ http://services.renderx.com/Content/support/xep/tutorial.html  

Folder Layout 
Explore the folder structure of the BITeamwork folder that gets deployed to the fusion middleware home at the initial 

installation.  A folder labeled, config, and lib, and PhantomJS are the important folders pertaining to the  
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Testing the Advanced Printing Option 
Art of BI provides a separate download for diagnosing issues with the Advanced Printing option where the issue may 

be a networking or server issue (such as not having the correct libraries loaded or path to libraries in a Linux OS).  A 

program called the phantomjsvalidator.jar file will be downloaded and placed in the 

<middleware_home>\BITeamwork\PhantomJS\ folder.  An accompanying file, pjsv.properties, will be used to adjust 

the configuration for the phantomjsvalidator.jar input and outputs. This program is used for diagnostic purposes and 

is not fully supported and should be used in coordination with oversight from the Art of BI Software product 

development team. 

Adjusting the Printing Configuration via JavaScript 
BITeamwork Advanced Printing utilizes PhantomJS, as of the 3.7 release. It is a separate download and must be 

placed on each individual server file system in a High Availability environment. Other advanced configurations are 

possible to configure a shared location.  The BITeamwork system makes a reference call to PhantomJS which reads a 

specific file in the <middleware_home>\BITeamwork\PhantomJS\scripts\ directory, obiee_capture_main.js.  
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In the case of printing not showing correctly or showing only part of a page, this could be due to a timing issue on the 

server. In which case the core script can be updated directly by the OBI Administrator.  The script to be edited resides 

within the BITeamwork directory on the OBI server within the middleware home directory, 

<middleware_home>\BITeamwork\PhantomJS\scripts\ as stated above. This is the obiee_capture_main.js file. 

 

 

Figure 1. 
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This file contains the properties configuration logic sought by the phantomjs program in order to use its headless 

browser technology to open the OBIEE portal, impersonate the desired user making use of the Advanced Print option, 

and then capturing the image of the dashboard. 

The other javascript file, jquery.min.js, located in this directory is the well-known open source JavaScript framework, 

JQuery, which enables faster scripting of JavaScript web-based interfaces. 

Update the obiee_capture_main.js Script 
In order to understand the obiee_capture_main.js script better this section takes a look at a few sections of the script 

to show areas where customizations or updates may occur by the BI Administrators of the system implementation. All 

information in this section is transparent to the end user accessing Advanced Printing from the OBIEE portal.  Only the 

sections below marked as potentially configurable should be updated by the BI Administrator. 

ALWAYS MAKE A BACKUP COPY OF THE ORIGINAL FILE BEFORE MAKING CHANGES. 

In the above figure: 

❏ line #2 represents the basic page (i.e.: web page, in this case OBI Portal) setup variables declaration. 

❏ lines #5-12 represent the main entry point for the programmatic interaction between BITeamwork and 

PhantomJS as it passes approximately three key arguments into the phantomjs script/program. If three 

arguments are not passed from BITeamwork then the script fails. These three arguments from BITeamwork 

are transparent to the end users and are not configurable. 

❏ line 16, gives the program the reference to open as an HTML5 compatible browser. This ensures that charts 

are rendered in the correct format and are visible. This is a must because otherwise OBIEE uses Adobe Flash 

for charts which is terrible for most modern browser programmability 

Potentially Adjust Script for Control or Performance 

Areas of the obiee_capture_main.js script which can be modified are outlined below based on generic use cases. 

Page Rendering for Print Showing Incomplete Information 

In this use case when a user clicks the advanced print option, the rendered PDF or image of the dashboard page 

content is showing only part of the information, part of the logon page, or incomplete portions of the dashboard or 

report. 

This may be due to a timing issue in the script for how long the phantomjs system has to open the web page or to run 

the query in the dashboard before capturing the page as an image/PDF. 

In the below table, lines 172 and 177 are wait times in milliseconds set by default in the script. Line 172 represents 

how long the script waits to ensure unnecessary formatting (3000 ms = 3 seconds) is removed. Whereas line 177 
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represents how long 25000ms = 25 seconds) the script can potentially wait to open the dashboard page, have the 

query fully execute, render the dashboard page, and close the connection.  

Figure 2 
 

These millisecond settings can be adjusted in order to reflect long running queries.  

Adjust them by increments of 3000 or 5000 milliseconds and then save the file.  Once the file is saved, this is a 

real-time change, and the next Advanced Printing call will use this file’s saved settings. 

 

Formatting of PDF Content Showing Content that Should Be Removed 

There is potential for a dashboard page to have unique web based content, graphics, or otherwise visual elements 

that you wish to not have appear in the final PDF or image output. In order to eliminate these items from the 

advanced print output you will need to use syntax (based on jQuery) that selects the elements or the respective 

Cascading StyleSheet (CSS) logic and hide it from view. 
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Figure 3 
 

This is done programmatically in this script as seen in lines 88 - 103 in the above diagram. Each line represents an 

element of the OBIEE portal page which should be hidden from view when the dashboard/report should be printed 

from advanced printing.  If requiring the hiding of any additional elements not listed, simply create a new line within 

the main if statement (started on line 88 in the above diagram), for example after line 93, and the emulate the syntax 

of one of the lines then modify it with the respective CSS/HTML class or element you wish to hide or change. This 

syntax is based on jQuery so there are plenty of blogs and forums if you are unfamiliar with how to use the javascript 

notation. 

Error Logging 
BITeamwork errors for Advanced Printing can be tracked using the standard BITeamwork.log file that will be 

produced in the bifoundation_domain directory under the middleware directory, for example, 

C:\Oracle\FMW\user_projects\domains\bifoundation_domain. Be certain that when an error is encountered that the 

BI Administrator navigate to the BITeamwork control panel, and update the Logging Level to DEBUG by accessing the 

Server Information > Set Logging Levels section, then changing the dropdown to Debug, and clicking on the save 

button. Then repeat the action that caused the error and report the error with the log file output and provide those 

items as an attachment to the Art of BI Software support request ticket system. 
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Figure 4 

 

Figure 5 

 

If there is and advanced printing issue please also assess the folder on the server location, 

C:\Oracle\FMW\BITeamwork\PhantomJS\scripts, to determine if a file named, biteamwork_pjs_error.txt, exists in 

that location. If so, please provide that script with the attachments for the support request ticket system. This file will 

contain errors specific to the PhantomJS advanced printing program. 
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Provide Feedback 
We would very much appreciate an any feedback that you have concerning your installation, configuration, and 

actual usage, inputs, and interactions with BITeamwork.  Please use https://artofbi.zendesk.com/ to submit any 

general feedback, issues or concerns.  Please include the following information when you provide the feedback: 

❏ Name 

❏ Company Name 

❏ OBIEE Version 

❏ Database Version 

❏ If using an HTTP Web Tier or Proxy and what product (IIS, OHS, Apache, etc.) 

❏ If the OBIEE environment has any customizations, skins or styles, and which? 
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